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the acclaimed author details her bohemian life in 1930s paris including her
famous affair with henry miller in the classic first volume of her diaries
born in france to cuban parents anais nin began keeping a diary at the age of
eleven and continued the practice for the rest of her life confessional
scandalous and thoroughly absorbing her diaries became one of the most
celebrated literary projects of the twentieth century writing candidly of her
marriages and affairs including those with psychoanalyst otto rank and author
henry miller nin presents a passionate and detailed record of a modern woman
s journey of self discovery edited and with an introduction by gunther
stuhlmann this celebrated first volume begins in the winter of 1931 and ends
in the fall of 1934 it covers an auspicious time in nin s life from when she
is about to publish her first book to her decision to leave paris for new
york the sixth volume of the diary of one of the most extraordinary and
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unconventional writers of the twentieth century the new york times book
review anaïs nin continues one of the most remarkable diaries in the history
of letters with this volume covering more than a decade of her midcentury
life los angeles times she debates the use of drugs versus the artist s
imagination portrays many famous people in the arts and recounts her visits
to sweden the brussels world s fair paris and venice nin looks at life love
and art with a blend of gentility and acuity that is rare in contemporary
writing john barkham reviews edited and with a preface by gunther stuhlmann
the trailblazing memoirist and author of henry june recounts her
relationships with henry miller and others including her own father anaïs nin
wrote in her uncensored diaries like they were a broad minded confidante with
whom she shared the liberating psychosexual dramas of her life in this
continuation of her notorious henry june she recounts a particularly
turbulent period between 1932 and 1934 and the men who dominated it her
protective husband her therapist and the poet antonin artaud however most
consuming of all is novelist henry miller a man whose genius said anaïs was
so demonic it could drive people insane here too recounted in extraordinary
detail is the sexual affair she had with her father at once loving exciting
and vengeful it was the ultimate social transgression for which anaïs would
eventually seek absolution from her analysts before lena dunham there was
anaïs nin like dunham she s been accused of narcissism sociopathy and sexual
perversion time and again yet even that comparison undercuts the strangeness
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and bravery of her work for nin was the first of her kind and like all truly
unique talents she was worshipped by some hated by many and misunderstood by
most a woman who d spent decades on the bleeding edge of american
intellectual life a woman who had been a respected colleague of male writers
who pushed the boundaries of acceptable sex writing like many great
experimentalists she wrote for a world that did not yet exist and so helped
to bring it into being the guardian includes an introduction by rupert pole
the diarist s account of her life in the early 1920s explores the conflict
she felt between artistic longings and her pre ordained female fate the
detroit news continuing the journey of self education and self discovery she
began in linotte anaïs nin discloses a part of her life that had previously
remained private she discusses the period in which she met hugo guiler the
young man who later became her husband and made the wrenching transition from
the shelter of her family to the world of artists and models she also reveals
the struggle she faced between her expected role as a woman and her
determination to be a writer a negotiation that still poses difficulties for
many of us almost a century after nin wrote this diary through sheer nerve
confidence and will nin made of the everyday something magical this was a
gift indeed and it s a fascinating process to witness the christian science
monitor with a preface by joaquin nin culmell the fourth volume of one of the
most remarkable diaries in the history of letters los angeles times the
renowned diarist continues her record of her personal professional and
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artistic life recounting her experiences in greenwich village for several
years in the late 1940s where she defends young writers against the
establishment and her trip across the country in an old ford to california
and mexico nin is one of the most extraordinary and unconventional writers of
the twentieth century the new york times book review edited and with a
preface by gunther stuhlmann nin continues her debate on the use of drugs
versus the artist s imagination portrays many famous people in the arts and
recounts her visits to sweden the brussels world s fair paris and venice Ýnin
looks at life love and art with a blend of gentility and acuity that is rare
in contemporary writing john barkham reviews edited and with a preface by
gunther stuhlmann index mirages opens at the dawn of world war ii when anaïs
nin fled paris where she lived for fifteen years with her husband banker hugh
guiler and ends in 1947 when she meets the man who would be the one the lover
who would satisfy her insatiable hunger for connection in the middle looms a
period nin describes as hell during which she experiences a kind of erotic
madness a delirium that fuels her search for love as a child suffering
abandonment by her father anaïs wrote close your eyes to the ugly things and
against a horrifying backdrop of war and death nin combats the world s
darkness with her own search for light mirages collects for the first time
the story that was cut from all of nin s other published diaries particularly
volumes 3 and 4 of the diary of anaïs nin which cover the same time period it
is the long awaited successor to the previous unexpurgated diaries henry and
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june incest fire and nearer the moon mirages answers the questions nin
readers have been asking for decades what led to the demise of nin s love
affair with henry miller just how troubled was her marriage to hugh guiler
what is the story behind nin s children the effeminate young men she seemed
to collect at will mirages is a deeply personal story of heartbreak despair
desperation carnage and deep mourning but it is also one of courage
persistence evolution and redemption that reaches beyond the personal to the
universal a revealing look at the life of this extraordinary and
unconventional writer during the mid 1920s the new york times book review in
this volume of her earlier series of personal diaries anaïs nin tells how she
exorcised the obsession that threatened her marriage and nearly drove her to
suicide through sheer nerve confidence and will nin made of the everyday
something magical this was a gift indeed and it s a fascinating process to
witness the christian science monitor with an editor s note by rupert pole
and a preface by joaquin nin culmell the renowned diarist continues the story
begun in henry and june and incest drawing from the author s original
uncensored journals fire follows anaïs nin s journey as she attempts to
liberate herself sexually artistically and emotionally while referring to her
relationships with psychoanalyst otto rank and author henry miller as well as
a new lover the peruvian gonzalo moré she also reveals that her most
passionate and enduring affair is with writing itself the third volume of one
of the most remarkable diaries in the history of letters los angeles times
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this candid volume from the renowned diarist covers her years of struggle and
eventual triumph as an author in america during world war ii transcending
mere self revelation the diary examines human personality with a depth and
understanding seldom surpassed since proust dream and fact are balanced and
in their joining lie the elements of masterpiece the washington post just one
page of nin s extraordinary diaries contains more sex melodrama fantasies
confessions and observations than most novels and reflects much about the
human psyche we strive to repress booklist edited and with a preface by
gunther stuhlmann the house of incest anais nin s famous prose poem was first
published in paris in 1936 and immediately drew attention from the era s
prominent writers including henry miller and lawrence durrell while written
in english it is considered a landmark work in the french surrealist
tradition and one of the most unique books in 20th century literature the
fifth volume of one of the most remarkable diaries in the history of letters
los angeles times spanning from the late 1940s through the mid 1950s this
volume covers the author s experiences in mexico california new york and
paris her psychoanalysis and her experiment with lsd through her own
struggling and dazzling courage nin has shown women groping with and growing
with the world minneapolis tribune edited and with a preface by gunther
stuhlmann four projected volumes which on completion will cover the years
1914 to 1931 in the self potrait of the celebrated writer from front jacket
flap after decades of producing fiction that was rejected by mainstream
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readership and reviewers for being self centered exotic in prose filled with
psychological theory and coterie in style anais finally found acceptance by
integrating all of the above in this published version of her diary timing is
everything the world of the 1930s 50s simply was not ready for her the
aquarian generation of the 1960s was when originally published this volume
did not have a number in the title because no one thought it would sell
enough to warrant a second volume to the surprise of many it would become the
first in seven volumes and then over 20 years later the unexpurgated versions
of her diaries would be published revealing that anais was at the time having
an affair with henry miller eventually this material would be fashioned into
the movie henry and june it would also pave the way for the re issue of many
of anais nin s long since out of print earlier fiction anais nin began a
letter to her father on the ship that carried her her mother and brothers
away from him away from europe and to new york city the letter was never sent
her mother did not think it appropriate but instead developed into a diary
she would continue to keep for decades in this volume we meet anais nin
living just outside of paris with her husband banker hugh guiler who is
barely visible in the diary a point of contention for many who did not know
that this was at his request she has just published her study of dh lawrence
and is about to meet henry miller and his fascinating wife june nin s
descriptions of june are among the most beautiful portions of her work her
father soon reenters her life this is a very exciting time in her life but
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what have i listed above nothing but a pile of facts facts are often boring
and seldom poetic two accusations rarely leveled against anais nin it was
only after submerging myself in the history of this volume that i came to
realize this the linear history of this diary does not really matter the
accusations that anais nin lied about her life are immaterial anais nin had a
beautiful way with words and she was a master of crafting an image of
creating a persona she was not truly the person she portrays in this volume
but this is a beautiful and unique piece of literature that paved the way for
many future artists particularly female writers alice walker has praised her
work as profoundly liberating and i can t help but think maya angelou took a
cue from anais nin s concept of the continuous autobiographical novel i have
come to believe that it is not the possibility that she lied about her life
that has upset so many people some of whom refer to this as a liary but that
a woman should have such control over her own portrayal all the while defying
so many of society s conventions anais nin may not have truly been the woman
she portrays in this or future volumes but it is the woman she wanted to
believe she was wanted the world to believe she was i find that quite
revealing as revealing as any diary should be the second volume of one of the
most remarkable diaries in the history of letters los angeles times beginning
with the author s arrival in new york this diary recounts anaïs nin s work as
a psychoanalyst and is filled with the stories of her analytical patients as
well as her musings over the challenges facing the artist in the modern world
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the diary of this remarkably daring and candid woman provides a deeply
intimate look inside her mind as well as a fascinating chapter in her
tumultuous life in the latter years of the 1930s this amazingly precocious
diary of girlhood in the early twentieth century is filled with a special
charm the christian science monitor born in paris anaïs nin started her
celebrated diary at age eleven when she was immigrating to new york with her
mother and two young brothers the diary became her confidant her beloved
friend in which she recorded her most intimate thoughts and kept watch on the
state of her character offering an amusing view of nin s early life from age
eleven to seventeen it is also a self portrait of an innocent girl who is
transformed through her own insights into an enlightened young woman an
enchanting portrait of a girl s constant search for herself will delight her
admirers as well as new readers library journal one of the most extraordinary
documents in the annals of literature providence sunday journal the early
diary is not merely an overture to the great performance it deserves our
attention on its own as a revelation of the rites of passage of a young girl
in the early part of the twentieth century and as an expression of the
collision of cultures between europe and america los angeles times preface by
joaquin nin culmell a bridge between the early life of nin and the first
volume of her diary in pages more candid than in the preceding diaries nin
tells how she exorcised the obsession that threatened her marriage and nearly
drove her to suicide editor s note by rupert pole preface by joaquin nin
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culmell index photographs overview drawn from the original uncensored
journals of anais nin henry and june is an intimate account of a woman s
sexual awakening it covers a single momentous year from late 1931 to the end
of 1932 during nin s life in paris when she met henry miller and his wife
june she fell in love with june s beauty and henry s writing and soon after
june s departure for new york began a fiery affair with henry which liberated
her sexually and morally but undermined her marriage and led her into
psychoanalysis one question dominated her thoughts what would happen when
june returned to paris that event took place in october 1932 leaving nin
trapped between two loves henry and june drawn from the original uncensored
journals of anais nin this is an intimate account of a woman s sexual
awakening largely ignored by mainstream audiences for the first thirty years
of her career anais nin 1903 1977 finally came into her own with the
publication of the first part of her diary in 1966 thereafter she was
catapulted into fame throughout the late sixties and the seventies she
attracted a host of devoted and admiring readers in the counter culture who
were magnetized by her personal liberation and openness for a woman to make
such probing exploration of the intimate recesses of her psyche made her a
cult figure with a large and lasting readership born in france anais nin
lived much of her life in america her liaison with henry miller and his wife
june documented in her explicitly detailed diaries became the subject of a
major film of the nineties her forthright books her diaries that continue to
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be published in a steady flow and her charismatic charm made her the subject
of many candid interviews such as those collected here eight included in this
volume are printed for the first time many others were originally published
in magazines that are now defunct nin elaborates on subjects only touched
upon in the diaries and she speaks also of her role in the women s movement
and of her philosophies on art writing and individual growth nin continues
her debate on the use of drugs versus the artist s imagination portrays many
famous people in the arts and recounts her visits to sweden the brussels
world s fair paris and venice nin looks at life love and art with a blend of
gentility and acuity that is rare in contemporary writing john barkham
reviews edited and with a preface by gunther stuhlmann index
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The Diary of Anaïs Nin, 1931–1934 1969-03-19
the acclaimed author details her bohemian life in 1930s paris including her
famous affair with henry miller in the classic first volume of her diaries
born in france to cuban parents anais nin began keeping a diary at the age of
eleven and continued the practice for the rest of her life confessional
scandalous and thoroughly absorbing her diaries became one of the most
celebrated literary projects of the twentieth century writing candidly of her
marriages and affairs including those with psychoanalyst otto rank and author
henry miller nin presents a passionate and detailed record of a modern woman
s journey of self discovery edited and with an introduction by gunther
stuhlmann this celebrated first volume begins in the winter of 1931 and ends
in the fall of 1934 it covers an auspicious time in nin s life from when she
is about to publish her first book to her decision to leave paris for new
york

The Diary of Anaïs Nin, 1955–1966 2012-11-09
the sixth volume of the diary of one of the most extraordinary and
unconventional writers of the twentieth century the new york times book
review anaïs nin continues one of the most remarkable diaries in the history
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of letters with this volume covering more than a decade of her midcentury
life los angeles times she debates the use of drugs versus the artist s
imagination portrays many famous people in the arts and recounts her visits
to sweden the brussels world s fair paris and venice nin looks at life love
and art with a blend of gentility and acuity that is rare in contemporary
writing john barkham reviews edited and with a preface by gunther stuhlmann

Incest 1993-09-16
the trailblazing memoirist and author of henry june recounts her
relationships with henry miller and others including her own father anaïs nin
wrote in her uncensored diaries like they were a broad minded confidante with
whom she shared the liberating psychosexual dramas of her life in this
continuation of her notorious henry june she recounts a particularly
turbulent period between 1932 and 1934 and the men who dominated it her
protective husband her therapist and the poet antonin artaud however most
consuming of all is novelist henry miller a man whose genius said anaïs was
so demonic it could drive people insane here too recounted in extraordinary
detail is the sexual affair she had with her father at once loving exciting
and vengeful it was the ultimate social transgression for which anaïs would
eventually seek absolution from her analysts before lena dunham there was
anaïs nin like dunham she s been accused of narcissism sociopathy and sexual
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perversion time and again yet even that comparison undercuts the strangeness
and bravery of her work for nin was the first of her kind and like all truly
unique talents she was worshipped by some hated by many and misunderstood by
most a woman who d spent decades on the bleeding edge of american
intellectual life a woman who had been a respected colleague of male writers
who pushed the boundaries of acceptable sex writing like many great
experimentalists she wrote for a world that did not yet exist and so helped
to bring it into being the guardian includes an introduction by rupert pole

The Early Diary of Anaïs Nin, 1920–1923 2014-09-02
the diarist s account of her life in the early 1920s explores the conflict
she felt between artistic longings and her pre ordained female fate the
detroit news continuing the journey of self education and self discovery she
began in linotte anaïs nin discloses a part of her life that had previously
remained private she discusses the period in which she met hugo guiler the
young man who later became her husband and made the wrenching transition from
the shelter of her family to the world of artists and models she also reveals
the struggle she faced between her expected role as a woman and her
determination to be a writer a negotiation that still poses difficulties for
many of us almost a century after nin wrote this diary through sheer nerve
confidence and will nin made of the everyday something magical this was a
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gift indeed and it s a fascinating process to witness the christian science
monitor with a preface by joaquin nin culmell

Early Diary of Anais Nin 1982
the fourth volume of one of the most remarkable diaries in the history of
letters los angeles times the renowned diarist continues her record of her
personal professional and artistic life recounting her experiences in
greenwich village for several years in the late 1940s where she defends young
writers against the establishment and her trip across the country in an old
ford to california and mexico nin is one of the most extraordinary and
unconventional writers of the twentieth century the new york times book
review edited and with a preface by gunther stuhlmann

The Journals of Anais Nin 1979
nin continues her debate on the use of drugs versus the artist s imagination
portrays many famous people in the arts and recounts her visits to sweden the
brussels world s fair paris and venice Ýnin looks at life love and art with a
blend of gentility and acuity that is rare in contemporary writing john
barkham reviews edited and with a preface by gunther stuhlmann index
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The Diary of Anaïs Nin, 1944–1947 1972-10-18
mirages opens at the dawn of world war ii when anaïs nin fled paris where she
lived for fifteen years with her husband banker hugh guiler and ends in 1947
when she meets the man who would be the one the lover who would satisfy her
insatiable hunger for connection in the middle looms a period nin describes
as hell during which she experiences a kind of erotic madness a delirium that
fuels her search for love as a child suffering abandonment by her father
anaïs wrote close your eyes to the ugly things and against a horrifying
backdrop of war and death nin combats the world s darkness with her own
search for light mirages collects for the first time the story that was cut
from all of nin s other published diaries particularly volumes 3 and 4 of the
diary of anaïs nin which cover the same time period it is the long awaited
successor to the previous unexpurgated diaries henry and june incest fire and
nearer the moon mirages answers the questions nin readers have been asking
for decades what led to the demise of nin s love affair with henry miller
just how troubled was her marriage to hugh guiler what is the story behind
nin s children the effeminate young men she seemed to collect at will mirages
is a deeply personal story of heartbreak despair desperation carnage and deep
mourning but it is also one of courage persistence evolution and redemption
that reaches beyond the personal to the universal
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The Diary of Anaïs Nin: 1955-1966 1966
a revealing look at the life of this extraordinary and unconventional writer
during the mid 1920s the new york times book review in this volume of her
earlier series of personal diaries anaïs nin tells how she exorcised the
obsession that threatened her marriage and nearly drove her to suicide
through sheer nerve confidence and will nin made of the everyday something
magical this was a gift indeed and it s a fascinating process to witness the
christian science monitor with an editor s note by rupert pole and a preface
by joaquin nin culmell

Mirages 2013-10-15
the renowned diarist continues the story begun in henry and june and incest
drawing from the author s original uncensored journals fire follows anaïs nin
s journey as she attempts to liberate herself sexually artistically and
emotionally while referring to her relationships with psychoanalyst otto rank
and author henry miller as well as a new lover the peruvian gonzalo moré she
also reveals that her most passionate and enduring affair is with writing
itself
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The Early Diary of Anaïs Nin, 1923–1927 2014-09-02
the third volume of one of the most remarkable diaries in the history of
letters los angeles times this candid volume from the renowned diarist covers
her years of struggle and eventual triumph as an author in america during
world war ii transcending mere self revelation the diary examines human
personality with a depth and understanding seldom surpassed since proust
dream and fact are balanced and in their joining lie the elements of
masterpiece the washington post just one page of nin s extraordinary diaries
contains more sex melodrama fantasies confessions and observations than most
novels and reflects much about the human psyche we strive to repress booklist
edited and with a preface by gunther stuhlmann

Fire 1995-05-15
the house of incest anais nin s famous prose poem was first published in
paris in 1936 and immediately drew attention from the era s prominent writers
including henry miller and lawrence durrell while written in english it is
considered a landmark work in the french surrealist tradition and one of the
most unique books in 20th century literature
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The Diary of Anaïs Nin, 1939–1944 1971-03-24
the fifth volume of one of the most remarkable diaries in the history of
letters los angeles times spanning from the late 1940s through the mid 1950s
this volume covers the author s experiences in mexico california new york and
paris her psychoanalysis and her experiment with lsd through her own
struggling and dazzling courage nin has shown women groping with and growing
with the world minneapolis tribune edited and with a preface by gunther
stuhlmann

Celebration! 1973
four projected volumes which on completion will cover the years 1914 to 1931
in the self potrait of the celebrated writer from front jacket flap

House of Incest 2010-07-14
after decades of producing fiction that was rejected by mainstream readership
and reviewers for being self centered exotic in prose filled with
psychological theory and coterie in style anais finally found acceptance by
integrating all of the above in this published version of her diary timing is
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everything the world of the 1930s 50s simply was not ready for her the
aquarian generation of the 1960s was when originally published this volume
did not have a number in the title because no one thought it would sell
enough to warrant a second volume to the surprise of many it would become the
first in seven volumes and then over 20 years later the unexpurgated versions
of her diaries would be published revealing that anais was at the time having
an affair with henry miller eventually this material would be fashioned into
the movie henry and june it would also pave the way for the re issue of many
of anais nin s long since out of print earlier fiction anais nin began a
letter to her father on the ship that carried her her mother and brothers
away from him away from europe and to new york city the letter was never sent
her mother did not think it appropriate but instead developed into a diary
she would continue to keep for decades in this volume we meet anais nin
living just outside of paris with her husband banker hugh guiler who is
barely visible in the diary a point of contention for many who did not know
that this was at his request she has just published her study of dh lawrence
and is about to meet henry miller and his fascinating wife june nin s
descriptions of june are among the most beautiful portions of her work her
father soon reenters her life this is a very exciting time in her life but
what have i listed above nothing but a pile of facts facts are often boring
and seldom poetic two accusations rarely leveled against anais nin it was
only after submerging myself in the history of this volume that i came to
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realize this the linear history of this diary does not really matter the
accusations that anais nin lied about her life are immaterial anais nin had a
beautiful way with words and she was a master of crafting an image of
creating a persona she was not truly the person she portrays in this volume
but this is a beautiful and unique piece of literature that paved the way for
many future artists particularly female writers alice walker has praised her
work as profoundly liberating and i can t help but think maya angelou took a
cue from anais nin s concept of the continuous autobiographical novel i have
come to believe that it is not the possibility that she lied about her life
that has upset so many people some of whom refer to this as a liary but that
a woman should have such control over her own portrayal all the while defying
so many of society s conventions anais nin may not have truly been the woman
she portrays in this or future volumes but it is the woman she wanted to
believe she was wanted the world to believe she was i find that quite
revealing as revealing as any diary should be

Diary of Anais Nin V02 1934-1939 1986-01-01
the second volume of one of the most remarkable diaries in the history of
letters los angeles times beginning with the author s arrival in new york
this diary recounts anaïs nin s work as a psychoanalyst and is filled with
the stories of her analytical patients as well as her musings over the
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challenges facing the artist in the modern world the diary of this remarkably
daring and candid woman provides a deeply intimate look inside her mind as
well as a fascinating chapter in her tumultuous life in the latter years of
the 1930s

The Diary of Anais Nin 1966
this amazingly precocious diary of girlhood in the early twentieth century is
filled with a special charm the christian science monitor born in paris anaïs
nin started her celebrated diary at age eleven when she was immigrating to
new york with her mother and two young brothers the diary became her
confidant her beloved friend in which she recorded her most intimate thoughts
and kept watch on the state of her character offering an amusing view of nin
s early life from age eleven to seventeen it is also a self portrait of an
innocent girl who is transformed through her own insights into an enlightened
young woman an enchanting portrait of a girl s constant search for herself
will delight her admirers as well as new readers library journal one of the
most extraordinary documents in the annals of literature providence sunday
journal the early diary is not merely an overture to the great performance it
deserves our attention on its own as a revelation of the rites of passage of
a young girl in the early part of the twentieth century and as an expression
of the collision of cultures between europe and america los angeles times
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preface by joaquin nin culmell

Diary of Anais Nin V04 1944-1947 1983-09-01
a bridge between the early life of nin and the first volume of her diary in
pages more candid than in the preceding diaries nin tells how she exorcised
the obsession that threatened her marriage and nearly drove her to suicide
editor s note by rupert pole preface by joaquin nin culmell index photographs

The Diary of Anaïs Nin, 1947–1955 1975-03-26
overview drawn from the original uncensored journals of anais nin henry and
june is an intimate account of a woman s sexual awakening it covers a single
momentous year from late 1931 to the end of 1932 during nin s life in paris
when she met henry miller and his wife june she fell in love with june s
beauty and henry s writing and soon after june s departure for new york began
a fiery affair with henry which liberated her sexually and morally but
undermined her marriage and led her into psychoanalysis one question
dominated her thoughts what would happen when june returned to paris that
event took place in october 1932 leaving nin trapped between two loves henry
and june drawn from the original uncensored journals of anais nin this is an
intimate account of a woman s sexual awakening
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The Diary of Anaïs Nin 1966
largely ignored by mainstream audiences for the first thirty years of her
career anais nin 1903 1977 finally came into her own with the publication of
the first part of her diary in 1966 thereafter she was catapulted into fame
throughout the late sixties and the seventies she attracted a host of devoted
and admiring readers in the counter culture who were magnetized by her
personal liberation and openness for a woman to make such probing exploration
of the intimate recesses of her psyche made her a cult figure with a large
and lasting readership born in france anais nin lived much of her life in
america her liaison with henry miller and his wife june documented in her
explicitly detailed diaries became the subject of a major film of the
nineties her forthright books her diaries that continue to be published in a
steady flow and her charismatic charm made her the subject of many candid
interviews such as those collected here eight included in this volume are
printed for the first time many others were originally published in magazines
that are now defunct nin elaborates on subjects only touched upon in the
diaries and she speaks also of her role in the women s movement and of her
philosophies on art writing and individual growth
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The Early Diary of Anaïs Nin: Linotte, 1914-1920
1978
nin continues her debate on the use of drugs versus the artist s imagination
portrays many famous people in the arts and recounts her visits to sweden the
brussels world s fair paris and venice nin looks at life love and art with a
blend of gentility and acuity that is rare in contemporary writing john
barkham reviews edited and with a preface by gunther stuhlmann index

Anais Nin 1997

The Diary of Ana S Nin 1931-1934 2001-12

The Diary of Anaǐs Nin 1971
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The Diary of Anais Nin 1829

The Diary of Anaïs Nin, 1934–1939 1970-03-25

The Journals of Anais Nin [vol. 2 1979

The Early Diary of Anais Nin 1995

Linotte 2014-09-02

The Journals of Anais Nin 1973
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The Journals of Anaïs Nin, 1955-1966 1977

The Diary of Anais Nin, 1931-1934 1966

The Early Diary of Anais Nin, Vol. 3 (1923-1927)
1985-03-22

The Early Diary of Anaïs Nin 1978

Henry and June 1986

The Journals of Anais Nin 1973
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The Early Diary of Anais Nin, Vol. 3,1923-1927 1983

Conversations with Anaïs Nin 1994

The Diary of Anais Nin [vol. 3] 1969

The Diary of Anaïs Nin: 1947-1955 1966

The Journals of Anais Nin 1966
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